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Phrasal Verbs Worksheet 7 

Fill in the gaps using the correct forms of these phrasal verbs: 

to fall through to bump into to get together

to break out to drop in  to hand out 

to bring down to drop of to hold on 

to bring up to drop out to kick of 

to cheer up to get rid of to nod of

1. Yesterday we ___________ our teacher in the supermarket. (to meet by chance)

2. There was a man in a suit _____________ free samples in the city centre. (to distribute)

3. The football match ___________ at 8.00 pm. Don´t be late! (to start)

4. ____________ ! I´ll get him for you. (to wait)

5. What about _____________ this weekend? I haven´t seen you in ages. (to meet)

6. Tom often ___________ while watching TV. (to fall asleep)

7. We need to ____________ these clothes. You´ve grown out of them. (to throw away)

8. Why don´t you ___________ on your way to work? (to visit)

9. His plan to move abroad __________ when his wife left him. (to fail)

10. ___________ ! It´s not the end of the world. (to become happier)

11. I´ll ____________ your present later on this afternoon. (to deliver)

12. The cancellation of our flight _________ us _________. (to disappoint)

13. Tim ___________ of university. I suppose he found the course too demanding. (to cease being a 
member of sth)

14. He was ___________ on a farm. He had a carefree childhood. (to raise sb)

15. A fight __________ in the club. (to begin suddenly)
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KEY

1. came across

2. handing out

3. kicks off

4. hold on

5. getting together

6. nods off

7. get rid of

8. drop in

9. fell through

10. cheer up

11. drop off

12. brought down

13. dropped out

14. brought up

15. broke out
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